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ABSTRACT
Suppose (R, G) is a non-reduced abstract Witt ring containing a rigid element d such that the
value set D( I, <d) satisfies a certain finiteness-condition. Then (R, G) is a direct product of a
reduced abstract Witt ring and a Witt-group ring.
§O. INTRODUCTION
In the category of abstract Witt rings as defined in [M] there are two
important ways of building new abstract Witt rings from old ones, namely we
have the operation of direct product and the operation of group ring extension.
Let us sayan abstract Witt ring is decomposable if it is a non-trivial direct
product; otherwise it is called indecomposable. And let us sayan abstract Witt
ring is a Witt-group ring if it is a group ring extension of an abstract Witt ring
by a non-trivial group of exponent two; otherwise it is called basic. An abstract
Witt ring which is both basic and indecomposable is called basic indecom-
posable.
By induction every finitely generated (f.g) abstract Witt ring can be expressed
in terms of lL/2lL and basic indecomposables using the operations of direct
product and group ring formation [M, p.120, thm.5.23].
Of course it is important to determine the basic indecomposables.
* The material of this paper represents a part of the results contained in the author's thesis
(University of Utrecht, 1984).
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First let us give a criterion in terms of value sets when an abstract Witt ring
(R, G) is a Witt-group ring. To present this criterion we need the following
definition: an element de G is called rigid if D( 1,d) = {I, d} and d is called
two-sided rigid if d and -d are rigid. An element which is not two sided rigid
or which belongs to {I, -I} is called basic. According to [M, p.1l6, thm. 5.19]
we have:
(0.1) (R, G) is a Witt-group ring iff G contains some element which is not
basic.
Next let us look at direct products. Combining [M, p.IO?, thm. 5.13] and [M,
p.101, thm.5.8] we have the following decomposition criterion:
(0.2) Let (R, G) be an abstract Witt ring. Suppose G" G2 are subgroups of G
such that G = G, X G2 and {q(gl>g) Igl e Gl>ge G} n {q(g2'g) !g2 e G2,ge G} =
={O}. Then there are abstract Witt rings (R;,G;) (i=1,2) such that (R,G)=:=
=:= (R" G,) x (R 2, G2) .
The role of two-sided rigid elements is clarified by (0.1). But how about (one-
sided) rigid elements? It turns out that if d is such an element, then the value
set of the form ( 1,-d) has some remarkable properties. See for instance corol.
1.11 which is the main result of § 1. This result is also indispensable for §2
where we obtain the structure theorem (thm.2.1O, prop.2.12).
Notations will be the same as in [M] except that we use the symbol ".1." for
orthogonal sum and ":::::" for isometry.
At the end of this section we quote the following result which will be used
several times in § 1:
(0.3) Let (G,Q,g) be a Q-structure and let f,g be forms over G. Then
D(f .1. g)= U {D(x,y) IxeD(f),yeD(g)} [M, p.36, prop. 2.10].
§ 1. RIGID ELEMENTS
Throughout this section, (R, G) denotes an abstract Witt ring as defined in
[M, Chapter 4]. Most of the results of § 1 deal with the value set of a form
(1, -d) where d is rigid, i.e. D(1, d) = {I, d}.
We start with a lemma which will be used very often.
LEMMA 1.1. Let a,beGand let abe a Pfisterform over G. ThenD(a(1, -a»n
nD(a(l, -b» =D(a(l, -a» nD(a(l, -ab».
PROOF. Note that by symmetry we only have to show D(a(1, -a» n
n D(a( 1, -t» c D(a( 1, -ab». So let x e D(a( 1, -a» n D(a( 1,-u». Since
a( 1, -a) and at; 1,-b) are Pfister forms, both representing x, the Pfister forms
(1, -x)a(1, -a) and (1, -x)a(1, -b) are isotropic, hence hyperbolic. Writing
¢ = (1, -x)a we have a¢::::: ¢ and b¢::::: ¢, hence ab¢::::: ¢. This implies that
(1, -x)a(1, -ab)::::: ¢.l (-ab)¢ is hyperbolic, hence a(1, -ab)::::: (x)a(1, -ab),
soxeD(a(1-ab». 0
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LEMMA 1.2. Let x, Y E G and suppose x, yare rigid.
(i) If lEE Dcx, y), then every element of Dcx, Y) is rigid.
(ii) If IED(x,Y), then for all kErN, D(2k(l,xy»=D(l,xy)=D(x,y).
PROOF. Let z e Dcx.vs, Using (0.3) and the fact that x,y are rigid we see that
D( I, z) C D( I,x, y) =D( I,y) U D(x,y) = {I} U D(x,y).
(i) Assume lEED(x,y). We wish to show that Z is rigid. Write H=D(l,xy).
Then Hand D( I, z) are subgroups of G and by the above D( I, z) C {I} U xH.
Multiplying by z we obtain D(l,z) C {z} U zxH = {z} U H (since ZE D(x,y) =
= xH). Thus we have: D( I, z) C {I} U xH and D( I, z) C {z} U H. Since
lEE D(x,y) =xH, HnxH =O, hence D(l,z) = {l;z}.
(ii) Now assume IE Dt.x.y), Then (x,y) == (l,xy), hence 2(l,xy) == (l,x,y,xy).
We have shown above that D(l, x, y) = {1} U Dcx, y), so now we have
D(l,x,y) =D(x,y), hence
D(2(l,xy» = D(l,x,y,xy) = D(x,y,xy) = xyD(l,x,y) =
= xyD(x, y) = D( I,xy).
By an obvious induction D(2k(l,xy»=D(l,xy) (=D(x,y» for all kErN. lJ
PROPOSITION 1.3. Suppose XI'''' .x; are rigid elements of G.
(i) If lEED(xl'''''x,,) then every element of D(XIo""X,,) is rigid.
(ii) If IED(xl, ... ,x,,) then D(oo) (=U",,..! D(m(l»)CD(xl,· .. ,x,,).
(iii) If n~2 and -I is not rigid and -IED(xl'''''x,,) then (XI""'X,,) is
isotropic.
PROOF. .(i) By induction. The case n = I is clear. Now let n ~ 2 and let
zED(XI'''''X,,). By (0.3) there exists ae Dcx., ... ,X,,_I) such that ZED(a,x,,).
Since lEE D(XI, ... ,x; I) the induction hypothesis shows that a is rigid. And
since D(a,x,,) C D(XI'''' ,x,,) we have I Ef D(a,x,,). By lemma 1.2(i), Z is rigid.
(ii) If n = I then XI = I is rigid, so D( 1.1) = {1}. It follows that for all k,
D(k(l» = {1}, hence D(oo) = {I} C Dcx.». Now suppose n> I. We proceed by
induction. If IE D(XI, ... ,X" _I), the induction hypothesis implies that D(oo) C
C tx».... .x; _I) CD(XI'''' ,x,,).
On the other hand, if lEED(XI""'X" I), then since IED(XI""'X,,), there
exists aE D(XI"" ,X" I) such that IE D(a,x,,)[(0.3)]. By (i) a is rigid. Hence
by lemma 1.2(ii), D(k(l»CD(2k(l»CD(a,x,,)CD(x l , ... ,x,,) for all k. This
proves what we want.
(iii) Since -IED(XI""'X,,) the form ¢=(l).l(XI'''''X,,) is isotropic.
Writing ¢ = (l,xl).l (X2,'" ,x,,) it follows from [M, p.38, corol. 2.12) that
D(X2, ... ,x,,) contains some element of -D(l,XI)' But XI is rigid, so -XI or -I
belongs to D(X2,'" ,x,,). In the first case (XI"" ,x,,) is isotropic. And in the
second case we can use induction (note that the"n = 2"-case is settled by the
arguments just given: we find that the form (XI' X2) is isotropic, or that
-I E D(X2), i.e. -I = X2 is rigid, a contradiction). 0
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COROLLARY 1.4. Let n e IN, de G and suppose d is rigid, d Ef Dint;I». Then
we have :
(i) For every we D(n( I», dw is rigid (compare with [CR, thm. I)).
(ii) D(I,-d)nD(n(l»={I}.
PROOF. Since d Ef D(n(l» we have I Ef D(n(d». By prop. 1.3(i) every ele-
ment of D(n(d» = d· D(n(l» is rigid. This proves (i) . As to (ii), suppose
weD(I, -d) nD(n(l». Then dw is rigid by (i). Also weD(I, -d)nD(I, w)C
cD(I,dw) by lemma I.l (with G= (I». Hence we {I,dw}. Since dEfD(n(l»
we must have w= 1. 0
The level of R, I(R), is defined as the least positive integer k such that
-I e D(k(l». If no such k exists, then we put I(R) = 00 .
If I(R) is finite, it is a 2-power [M, p.72, prop. 4.8) .
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let de G, d Ef {I, - I}. Suppose 1= I(R) is finite and d is
rigid. Then dEfD(I(I» and <d is rigid (compare with [CR, corol. to thm. I)).
PROOF. Since I is a 2-power, D(I(I» is a group. By definition -I e D(/(I»,
so if d e D(/(I», then also -d E D(I(1» and hence -I E D(I(d». Then I ~ 2
(d *" -I) and -I is not rigid, for otherwise de G = D( I, -I) == {I, -I}, contrary
to our assumptions on d. Thus we can apply prop. 1.3(iii): -I E D(I(d» implies
that I(d), and hence 1(1), is isotropic. Then -I E D((I-I)(I» contradicting the
definition of I. Therefore d Ef D(I(1». Since -I e D(I(1», corol. 1.4(i) shows
that - d is rigid. 0
LEMMA 1.6. Let d e G. Suppose d e D(n(1» and d is rigid. Then D(oo) ==
= D(n(1».
PROOF. Since dED(n(l», I eD(n(d». By prop.1.3(ii), D(oo)CD(n(d» .
Since D(oo) is a subgroup of G, containing d, we get D(oo) == d- D(oo) C
c oo«i». 0
The following result can be regarded as a generalization of prop. 1.5.
PROPOSITION 1.7. Suppose d e D(oo), d is rigid and d *" 1. Then there exists
N~O, such that D(00)=D«2N+I)(1» and dEfD(2N(1». Moreover, there
exists exactly one t E D(2N(1» such that D(1, t) == D(oo). For this t, dt is rigid
and D(I , -d) n D(oo) == {I, dt }.
PROOF. Choose m to be the smallest positive integer such that dE D(m(l» .
Then m ~ 2 (d *" I), so we can choose N ~ 0 such that 2N < m ~ 2N + I.
Then deD(2N(I)1.2N(I», so there exist W\,W2ED(2N(1» satisfying
de D(WI' w2) [(0.3)]. Since dEfD(2N(1» it follows from corol. 1.4(i) that dWI
is rigid. Note that dWI E D(I, WI W2) and that WI W2 E D(2N(I» , hence dWI E
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EDO,wlwz)CD«2N +I)0». By lemma 1.6, D(oo) = D«2N + 1)0», hence
m=2N+I, and we can choose tED(2NO» such that dEDO,t) [(0.3»). By
corol. 1.4(i), dt is rigid and since 1= d- d e Dcd, dt) , we deduce from prop.
l.3(i i) that D(oo) C Dcd, dt) = DO, t) C D(oo). Hence DO, t) = D(oo) and
DO,-d)nD(oo)=DO,-d)nDO,t) = (by lemma 1.1) = DO,dt)nDO,t)=
= {l, dt} since dt is rigid. Finally, if u E D(2NO» and DO, u) = D(oo), then
{l,dt}=DO,-d)nD(oo)={I,du) . Since d($D(2NO», we have dU=1=I, hence
du = dt and u = t . This completes the proof. 0
The following result is implicit in [M, p. 115, proof of thm . 5.18), but since
we shall use it frequently we shall give a detailed proof.
LEMMA 1.8. Let d,XE G. Suppose d is rigid . Then:
(i) D(1,d)(1,x) =D(1,x)· {I,d} UDO,dx)· {I,d}.
(ii) D(1,x)=(D(1,x)nD(1,-d»{I,x} or
D( I, dx) = (D( I, dx) nD( I, - d »{ I, dx}.
PROOF. Write 0, d)O, x) = 0, d).L (x, dx) . Since d is rigid, (0.3) shows that
DO,d)O,x) = DO,x) U DO,dx) UD(d,x) U D(d,dx) =
= DO,x) , {I, d} UDO,dx) · {I,d}.
Since DO, d)(1,x) is a group and no group is a un ion of two proper subgroups,
we have DO,x), {1,d}cD(1,dx) · {I,d} or else the reversed inclusion holds .
Suppose the first case is true. Then DO, x) C D(1, dx) . {I, d} = DO, dx) U
U x- D(I, dx), so D(I, x) = (D(I, x) n D(I, dx) Ux(D(I, x) n D(I, dx». By
lemma 1.1 the latter equals (DO ,x)nDO,-d»{I,x} . The other case follows
by replacing x by dx. 0
LEMMA 1.9. Suppose d is rigid and DO,I)C{I,d}. Then D(oo)c{l,d}.
PROOF. Suppose for some k ~ 2 we have D(k(1» C {I, d} . Then by (0.3)
D((k+I)(1»=D(O).Lk(1»cDO,I)UDO,d)={I,d}. By induction we are
done. 0
We shall now study the value set of (I, -d) where d is rigid : Note that if
XE DO, -d), then d e DO, -x) so DO, I)0, -x) = DO,d)(1, - x) = DO, -x) U
U (D( I, -tixr- {I, d}) by lemma 1.8(i). Since also -dx E D( I, -d), we can
replace x by -dx to obtain: DO, I)O,dx) =DO,dx) U (DO,x) , {I,d}). But a
group cannot be the union of two proper subgroups, hence we have the fol-
lowing possibilities:
(a) D(2(1, -x»=DO,-x) or D(20,dx»=D(1,dx)
(b) D(2(1,-x»=DO,-dx)· {I,d} and D(20,dx»=D(1,x)· {I,d}.
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L.EM~1A 1.10. Keep the notations as above and suppose D(oo)([ {I, d}. Then
D(2(1,-x»=D(1, -x) or D(2(I,dx» = DO,dx).
PROOF. Suppose (b) holds . Then in particular D(I, I) C DO,x), {I, d} and
DO, I) C DO, -dx) . {I, d}, hence we see:
(A) DO, 1) = (D(1, I) n D(1,x» U (DO, 1) nd D(1 ,x».
(B) DO, 1) = (D(1, I) n D(1, <dx ) U (DO, 1) n d -D(I, -dx».
We claim that DO, 1)([D(1,x) or D(I, 1)([D(1, <dx) ; for otherwise D(I, I)C
C D( I,x) n D( 1, -dx) C D( I, d) (by lemma 1.1). By Lemma 1.9 this contradicts
our assumptions.
Now suppose dED(I,x) . Then (A) reads as: D(I, I)CDO,x) and (B) reads
as: D(I, I)CD(I, -dx) (since dED(I,x) nD(I,d)CD(1, -dx». But this con-
tradicts the claim. Thus dEfD(I,x). Since we do have dED(I, - x ) we obtain:
(I) dEfD(I,x),dEfD(1 , I).
Thi s implies:
(2) D(I,x)nD(1,-dx) = {I}.
For by lemma 1.1 D(I,x)nDO,-dx)=D(1 ,x)nD(I,d) =D(I,x)n{l,d},
and d Ef D(1, x) (by (I».
Let C=D(I,x)nd·D(I ,-dx). Combining (A) , (B), (1) and (2) we find:
(3) D(I, 1) = {I} U(D(1, I)nC)U(D(I, I)nd· C) .
Since D(1, 1) * {I}. (3) implies that (D(I, I) n C) \ {I} *° or (DO, 1) n
n d · C)\ {I} *0. Suppose there exists c e DO, 1) n c, e* 1. Then c e DO,x) n
n d- D( 1, -dx), hence C = c- D( 1,x) n c- D( I, -dx) = {e} (by (2». Since
c E DO, 1), d Ef DO, 1) this shows that DO, I) n d - C = " so
(4) DO, 1) = {I,e}.
We shall now prove that D(2(1, -x»=D(I,-x) (in the other case, where
(DO, I) n d· C) \ {1} *°we find D(20, dx) = D(I, dx). This holds because
d- C is obtained from C by replacing x by -dx). We proceed as follows:
D(20, -x» = D« 1,1) 1. (-x)O, 1» =
= D( 1,-x) U D( 1, -ex) U Dec, -x) U Dec, - ex ) =
= D(I, -x)· {I, e} U D(I, - ex )' {I, e}.
But eED(l,I)nCcD(l.l)nD(l ,x)CD(I,-x) and also eED(I,x)nD(I,e)C
C D( I, -ex), hence D(2( I, -x» = D( 1,-x) U D( 1, -ex) is a union of two sub-
groups, so we must have D(2(1, -x»=D(I,-x) or D(2(1,-x»=D(l,-ex) .
Assuming the latter we get a contradiction: d e D(l, -x) C D(I, -ex), hence
x, CXE D(I, -d). But then c e D(I, - d ) nD(l, 1) CDO, d) = {I, d}. Since c* I
and d Ef D(I, 1) (by (1» this is the contradiction we were looking for. D
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COROLLARY 1.11. Suppose d is rigid and let A = Ad = DO, -d) ()
n (n" ED(ool DO, -w» and aeA . Then:
(i) D(oo)C DO, -a).
(ii) A is a subgroup of DO, -d) and DO, -d) =AU -dA.
Suppose in addition D(oo)et{I, d}. Then:
(iii) DO, -d) =A U-dA (disjoint union).
(iv) D(20, -a» = DO, -a) and DO, I) C DO, a).
(v) DO, -ad) = DO, -a) () DO, - d ) and DO, ad) C DO, <dr- {I, -I}.
PROOF. (i) follows from the definition of A . This definition also shows that
A is a subgroup of D(I, -d) and that if D(oo)c {I,d} then A =D(I, -d) . Now
suppose D(oo)et{l,d} . Let A'={xeD(I,-d)ID(20,-x»=D(I,-x)}. By
lemma 1.10, D(I,-d)=A'U-dA'. Moreover, if xeA' then by an obvious
induction D(oo) C DO, -x), hence A'CA. Thus D(I, -d) = A U -dA. This
union is disjoint for otherwise «d e A, hence by (i), D(oo)C D(I, d) ={I, d}, a
contradiction. It follows that A = A', which proves the first part of (iv). In par-
ticular D(I, 1) C D(I, - a) hence by lemma 1.I, D(I, I) C D(I, a).
Since D(I, -ad) C D(I, d)(I, -a) = D(2(1, -a» = D(I, -a) we have
D( I, -ad) = D( I, -a) () D( I, -d) (lemma 1.1).
Finally, by lemma 1.8(ii), D(I,a)CD(I,-d) · {I,a}=D(I,-d) or D(I,ad)C
C D(I, -d) . {I, ad} = D(I, -d) · {I, -I}. But D(I , I) cD(I,a) so in the first case
we would have D( I, I) =D( I, I) () D( I, -d) c D( I, d) = {I, d}, hence by lemma
1.9, D(oo)c{I,d} a contradiction. Therefore D(I,ad)CD(I,-d)· {I,-I}. ::::J
COROLLARY 1.12. Suppose d is rigid.
(i) Let we D(oo) and suppose dw is rigid (this holds for example if d If D(oo),
cf. corol. 1.4(i». Then D( I, -dw) . {I, w} = D( I, <d) . {I, w}.
(ii) If d If D(2n(l», then D(2 n(l, <d) = D(2 n(l» . D(I, <d),
PROOF. (i) By corol. 1.11(ii) we have for every rigid x: D(I, -x) C
C D(I, - w) . {I, -x}. In particular D(I, -dw) C D(I, - w) . {I, -dw}, hence
D(I, -dw) = (D(I, -w) () D(I, -dw»· {I, -dw} =
= (D(I, -w) nD(I, -d»{I, -dw}.
Multiplying by {I, w} gives D(I, -dw)· {I, w} CD(I, -d)· {I, w)· {I, -d} =
= D( I, -d) . {I, w}. By symmetry we are done.
(ii) Clearly D(2nO»' DO, -d) C D(2 nO, -d». To prove the reversed in-
clusion, let x e D(2 nO, -d». Then there exist WI' w2e D(2 nO» such that
xeD(wl,-dw2)[(O.3») . Since D(2 nO» is a group, WI w2eD(2n(l», so dWI W2
is rigid by corol. 1.4(i). Now w,x e D( I, -dw i w2)C D( I, -d) . {I, WI w2} by (i).
Therefore xeDO, - d ) · {WI' w2} cD(2nO»' DO , <d». 0
We shall now give two applications of the foregoing. Recall from [M, p. 74J
that a signature of R is a ring homomorphism: R -+ 7l. and that the set of
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signatures can be identified with the set of all homomorphisms a: G -+ {I, -I}
satisfying a(-I) = -I and D(1, x) C ker(a) whenever x E ker(a). Note that for
such a, D(oo)Cker(a).
In the following we shall use the identification as just described.
COROLLARY 1.13. Suppose d is rigid and dl$D(oo). Let T=n ker(a), the
intersection taken over all a E X R ( -d). Then D(1, -d) C T and the map
j:D(1,-d)-+TID(oo), x.-xD(oo) is a group isomorphism.
PROOF. Note that if aEXR(-d), then -dEker(a) hence D(1,-d)Cker(a).
Thus D( I, -d) C T. Also note that T is a group containing D(oo) and that j is
a group homomorphism which is injective by corol. 1.4(ii). To show that j is
surjective, let z E Tand let q = (1, -z)(1, -d). Then one verifies that a(q) = 0 for
all a E X R •
By [M, p.76, thm.4.12) there exists some n such that 2nq = 0 in R.
Then 2n(1, -d) = (z)· 2n(1, -d) in R, hence 2n(1, -d) == (z)· 2n(1, -d). Thus
z E D(2n( I, -d» = D(2n( I»· D( I, -d) (cf. corol. 1.12(ii». This proves surjec-
tivity. 0
Every signature a induces a group homomorphism a: G = GID(oo) -+ {I, -I}
mapping the class of -I to -I. Hence ker(a) has index 2 in G. Note that
n7ExHker(a)={I}. (Indeed a(o)=1 for all aEXR iff a«I,-a»=O for all
aEXR iff 2n(1, -a) =0 for some n [M, p. 76, thm. 4.12). The latter is equiva-
lent to: QED(2n(1» for some n, i.e. aED(oo).) Hence if XR={a" ... ,a,d is
finite, then the canonical map: G -+ Glker(a,) x .. · x G/ker(ak) is injective,
implying IG I~2k. Arguing in the same way we find:
COROLLARY 1.14. Suppose d is rigid and IXR(d)1 = I< 00. Then:
(i) If dl$D(oo) then ID(1,-d)I~2'.
(ii) If dED(oo) then ID(1, -d)1 ~2'+1.
So in any case, if X R is finite then D(1, -d) is finite.
PROOF. (i) Write XR(d) = {T" ... ,T,} and let T be as in corol.1.I3. Then
the canonical map: r -+ Glker(f,) x .. · x G/ker(f,) is injective. By corol. 1.I3
I 1-1-1',D(1, -d) - ,T ~2.
(ii) Note that X R(d) = X R' hence by the above iG I -s2'. We shall be done if
we can show that the map: D(1, -d) -+ G, x.- xD(oo) has a kernel consisting of
2 elements at the most. If d =1= I, this follows from prop. 1.7. And if d = I, then
1 is rigid, hence D(oo) = {I} (and D(1, -d) =G), so this case is trivial. 0
§2. THE STRUCTURE THEOREM
Throughout this section (R, G) denotes an abstract Witt ring containing a
rigid element d such that D(oo) rt {I, d}.
In particular D(1, I) =1= {I} so R is not reduced [M, p.90, corol. 4.29(a)).
Assuming G contains a rigid element satisfying a certain finiteness condition,
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we shall prove that (R, G) is a direct product of a reduced abstract Witt ring
and a Witt-group ring.
Let A = Ad = D(1, -d) n (n.'ED(OO) D(1, -w» and B = Bd = nUE A D(1, -a).
Then A,B are subgroups of G and bEB iff AcD(1,-b).
LEMMA 2.1. AnB={I} and D(oo)cB, dEB.
PROOF. Let xEA nB. Since XE B, A cD(1, -x) hence xEA cD(1, -x) and
we see that x E A n D( I, I) C D( I, -d) n D( I, I) = D( I, d) n D( I, I) (lemma
1.1). Thus x=1 or x=d. But dl$A, for otherwise D(1,I)cD(1,d) (corol.
1.1 I(iv) and by lemma 1.9 even D(oo)C {I,d}, contrary to our assumptions on
d. Thus x=1 and AnB={I}. The rest is clear since if YED(oo)U{d} then
A CD(1, -y) hence yE B. D
PROPOSITION 2.2. Assume G = A .B. Then there exist abstract Witt rings
(R i , Gi ) , i = 1,2, such that (R, G)= (R I , G I ) X (Rz, Gz) and under this isomor-
phism A corresponds to G)o B to Gz.
PROOF. According to (0.2) we only have to prove the following: Let a E A,
bEB, X,YEG and suppose p = qR(a,x) =qR(b,Y)· Then p=O.
To prove this, we use [M, p.33, lemma 2.5] from which it follows that
qR(a,x)=qR(b,Y) iff we have an isometry (1,-a,-x,ax)=(1,-b,-Y,by).
Working in R we have
2( I, -a, -x, ax) = (I, -a)( I, -a)( I, -x) = (I, -a)( I, -b)( 1, - y) =0,
since b e B C D( 1, -a). Then 2( 1, -a) == 2(x, -ax), hence x E D(2( I, -a» =
= D(1, -a) (corol. 1.11(iv». This implies that (1, -a)(1, -x) is hyperbolic.
Again by [M, p. 33, lemma 2.5], p=qR(a,x)=O. ::::J
We are going to prove that if d satisfies a certain finiteness-condition then
D( I, -d) contains a rigid element. First we prove:
LEMMA 2.3. Let yEG and aED(1,Y).
(i) Suppose D(2(1,-a»=D(1,-a)*G. Then D(1,aY)5D(1,Y).
(ii) Suppose aEA\{I}. Then D(1,ay)5D(1,Y).
PROOF. (i) Since a ED(1, y), - y ED(1, -a) hence ay E D(1, -a). By assump-
tion D(1,aY)CD(1,I,-a)=D(1,-a) and by lemma 1.1 D(1,aY)CD(1,y).
Suppose equality holds. Then y ED( 1,ay), hence a ED( 1,ay) C D( I, -a). But
then a ED( 1,1), hence G =D(2( 1, -a» =D( 1,-a), a contradiction.
(ii) By coroI.1.11(iv), D(2(1,-a»=D(1,-a). If this equals G then -IE
E D( I, -a), hence a E D( 1, I). By lemma 2.1 this is false. Now apply (i). 0
Now note that D( I, -d) = AU -dA, hence if -d is not rigid then we can
choose al EA \ {I}. By the lemma D(1, -old) 5D(1, -d) =A U -aidA. If -aid
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is not rigid we find a2 EA \ {I}, a2 ED( 1,-al d) and D( 1,-a2a, d) S D( I, -al d).
In order to obtain a rigid element in D( 1, <d) we therefore assume that <d
(not +d!) satisfies NIS: There are No Infinite Sequences
We shall now prove:
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose -d satisfies NIS. Let Y E G and suppose
D( 1,y) C A UyA. Then there exists a E A such that ay is rigid. Moreover, y satis-
fies NIS. unless there exists wEG such that (i) D(oo)=={I,w} and (ii) YEAw.
PROOF. As to the first statement, suppose ay is not rigid for all a EA. Then the
same arguments as given in the paragraph following lemma 2.3 show that there
exist a,EA such that D(1,y):;?D(l,a,y):;? ... :;?D(l,aiy):;?D(1,a,+Jy):;?···.
Note that aiai+1 ==aiY' ad' Y E D(l. a.y) == D(l,aiY) n D(1.y) C D(1, -a;). Since
also aiait' EA CD(1, -d) we see that a.a.i., ED(1, -ai) nD(l, -avc.oa. -aid).
Also a;ai+J EA \ {I}, hence D(1, -ai rid) SD(l, -aid) by lemma 2.3(ii). This
contradicts our assumption that -d satisfies NIS.
As to the second statement, suppose we have a sequence
D(1,Y):;? D(1,c,):;? D(1.cz):;? ....
If all c,E Ay, then the argument just given shows that this sequence is
finite. If on the other hand some c, is not in Ay, then it must be in A since
D(1,Ci)CD(1,y)CAUAy. By corol. 1. I I(iv), D(1, I)cD(1.Ci)CD(1,y). Now
let a E A be such that ay is rigid. Since D(1, 1) C D(1, y) and D(1. I) C D(1. -a)
we have D( 1,1) C D( 1,ay) == {I, ay}. By lemma 1.9, D(oo) C {I, ay}. The assump-
tion D(oo) et. {I, d} then shows that D( 1, I) == D(oo) == {I, ay}, hence if w == ay then
YEAwandD(oo)=={I,w}. 0
Of course prop. 2.4 shows that if -d satisfies NIS, then there exists a E A
such that -ad is rigid. However, we need more information on such an ele-
ment. First we shall prove:
LEMMA 2.5. Let aEA. Then D(1,ad)CA· {I,d}.
PROOF. By corol. Ll ltv), D(1, ad) cD(1. -d)· {I, -I} == A . {I. -d} . {I, -I} ==
==A· {I.d}· {I, -I} ==A· {I,ad}· {I, -t}. Suppose D(l,ad)n(-A· {1,ad})*0.
Then D(1. ad) n - A *O. i.e. there exists x E A such that -x E D(1, ad). Since
d e D(1, ad), -x E Dcd, a), hence D(1, -x) C D(1. d, a) == D(1, a) U Dcd, a) ==
== D( 1,a) U D( I, ad).
This implies that DO. -x) C D(1, a) or D(1, -x) C D(1. ad). In the last case
D(1,I)CD(1.-x) (by corol.1.II(iv» C D(1,ad) and also D(1,I)CD(1,-a)
(again by corolv Ll ltivj), hence D(1.I)CD(1,ad)nD(1,-a)CD(1,d). By
lemma 1.9 this contradicts our assumptions on d. Thus D(1. -x)CD(1.a).
In particular d e D(1, -x) n D(1, -a) C D(1, a) n DO, -a) C D(1, 1), hence
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-I E D(I, -d ) = A U - dA . Since by lemma 2.1, d$A we must have -I EA . But
then D<I,ad)CA · {I,d} · {I, -I} =A· {I,d}. Thi s completes the proof. 0
CO RO LLA RY 2.6. Suppose -ad is rigid for some aEA =Ad. (This hold s if -d
satisfies NIS, cf. prop. 2.4.) Then a is unique and we ha ve:
(i) Ad=A_adcD<I,a).
(ii) Bd=B_ad=D<I, -a) and -IEAdBd.
PROOF. By lemma 2.5 , A_ adCA d· {I,d}. Now let xEA _ud' Then D(oo)c
CD<I ,-x). And if x EAd· d , then D(I ,-x)CD(1 , -d) by corol. 1.11(v); hen ce
D(oo)CD<I , -d) which implies D(1, I)C {I,d} . But th is contradicts lemma 1.9.
Thus xEA d and we ha ve shown that A adCAd' Now note that aEA_ad, for
oED(1,-d)nD(1,a)CD(1,ad) and D(oo)CD(1,-a). Thus by what we have
just shown A_a. _adCA ad ' (It is also necessary that D(oo)([ {I, - ad }, but this
is clear, since {I, -ad} cD(1, - d ) .) Hence Ad =A adCD(1, -d) nD(1,ad)C
C D(1, a). This proves (i) .
To prove (ii) note that for all xEA =Ad, xED(1,a), hence -aED(1, -x)
and by corol. I.11(iv), D(1,-a)CD(1,-x). Then B=Bd=n' EA D(1,-x)=
= D( I, - a) . In particular -a e B, hence -I = a- -a EA · B. Finally the unique-
ness of a: if -a'd is also rigid (a'EA) , then -a'EB, hence aa'=(-a)(-a')E
E An B = {I} (lemma 2. 1) and a ' =a. 0
REM ARK 2.7. Let d e D(oo) and suppose d is rigid , D(oo) ([ {I, d}. Let 1 be as
in prop. I.7. Then D(oo) = D(1 , I) and at is rigid . One can now verify that
- I E A d' Hence corol. 2.6 sho ws that dt is the unique element of D( I, - d )
which is rigid , A d C D( I, -I) and Bd = D( I, I) = D(oo).
Th e following lemma will be useful in the proof of thm . 2.10.
LEM~1A 2.8 . Suppose - d sat isfies NIS. Let x E G and e E {I, -I} C G. If
D(1,x) or D( I, - x) contains an element of ed.A, then xeAB.
PROOF. Let aEA and suppose WdED(1,x). Then «x e Dct.i-ead), By
corol.l.ll(v) the latter is contained in D(1,-d)·{I,-I}=A{I,d}{I,-I}.
By corol. 2.6(ii), -1 EAB, hence xEAB. L.J
REMARK . 2.9. As noted in the introduction we know that an abstract Witt
ring , containing two-sided rigid elements different from I and -I, is a Witt-
group ring. Therefore we may assume that -d is not rigid in R. Of course it
may sti ll happen that there exists two-sided rigid elements. But then we can
write R == S[L1) where S is basic. Since d is basic, d corresponds to an element
td ', I) with d ' E Gs . We cla im that d ' is rigid in Gs. This holds, because if
x E GR , X* -1 and x corresponds to an element x ' = (x ', 1)E Gs x {I}, then
D(iH(1 ,X) corresponds to D CSI,IJ(1, x ' ) . The latter equals DGs(1,x') x {I} , for if
Y ED G1'1,11(1,X' ), then (1,X ') = (y)(1, x ') in S[L1); writing y=gJ (gEGs• JE L1)
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we see that f5 must be 1 and that gEDGsO,x'). In particular we see that d' is
rigid and DGsO, 1)l;t {I,d'} (for otherwise DGRO, n c {I,d}, contradicting
lemma 1.9). Also if -d satisfies NIS, then -d' satisfies NIS.
Hence, if -d is not rigid we may as well assume that R is basic.
THEOREM 2.10. Let (R, G) be an abstract Witt ring. Suppose G contains a
rigid element d such that D(oo) l;t {I, d} and -d satisfies NIS. Then (R, G) ==
==(R!,G1)x(Rz,Gz) where (RI,G1) is a reduced abstract Witt ring and (Rz,G z)
is a Witt-group ring (Note: if R is non-basic, then R 1== &::12&::).
PROOF. By prop. 2.2, R decomposes if there exists a rigid element v with
D(oo)l;t{I,v} and G=.Av·Bv. Thus we are done if G=.AB (where A=.Ad,
B=.Bd). Assuming G*AB we shall prove in step 1, 2 and 3 below that there
exists a rigid element d, satisfying the same conditions as d and such that
A I =Ad) SA. This will be the most difficult part of the proof. After this is
done we shall prove the existence of a rigid element v such that D(oo)l;t{I,v}
and G =.Av· B; (step 4). Then R decomposes and it is relatively easy to show
that the factors of R are of the prescribed type.
Assume G*AB.
Step 1. There exists a rigid element YEG\AB.
To prove this, let xEG\AB. Then dXEG\AB (since dEB), hence by
lemma 1.8(ii) we may assume that D( I, x) =. (D( I, x) n D( 1, -d»· {I, x}. Since
x~AB, lemma 2.8 shows that DO, x) n -dA =.e, hence DO,x) nDO, -d) =.
=.DO,x) nA and DO,x)CA· {1,x}. We can now apply prop. 2.4: There exists
a E A such that ax is rigid. Put y =. ax and note that y E; AB. This proves step 1.
In the following we let aD be the unique element of A such that -aDd is rigid
(cf. corol. 2.6).
Step 2. Let y be any rigid element contained in G \AB and let e E {-d, aDd}.
Then D( I, ey) =. (A n D( I, - y». {I, ey} and every element of B· y is rigid.
For the first part of this statement we apply lemma 1.8(ii) (with d replaced
by y) and find:
(i) DO, e) =. (DO, e) n DO, - y». {I, e} or
(ii) DO, ey) = (DO, e) n DO, - y». {I, ey}.
Now note that -e is rigid, hence DO, e) = A -c U eA -c (corol. 1.11(iij), and
by corol. 2.6(i), A_c=Ad=A. Thus DO,e) n DO, -y) =.A· {l,c] n DO, -y) =.
A n DO, - y) since by lemma 2.8, DO, - y) n eA = e. Hence if (i) holds, then
A'{I,e}=DO,e)=(AnDO,-y»'{I,e}, i.e. A=AnDO,-y). But then
A C D( 1,- y), hence y E B, a contradiction. Therefore (ii) holds: D( 1,ey) =.
= (A n DO, - y». {I, ey}. Using prop. 2.4 we now find a E A such that aey is
rigid. But y is also rigid, so if 1~ Dey, aey) we can apply lemma 1.2(i). And
indeed 1E; Dt y, aey) for otherwise y E D( 1,ae) C D( 1,-d) . {I, -I} (cf. corol.
1.11(vj), contrary to the fact that y E; AB. Thus by lemma 1.2(i), every element
of y. D( I, ae) is rigid. We claim that aoe E D( 1,ae). This holds because
-eEB=DO,-ao) (coral. 2.6(ii» hence aoEDO,e) and aoeEDO,e). Also,
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aoc = (-ao)( -c) E BC D( I, -a). Therefore aoc E D( I, c) n D( I, -a) C D( I, ac),
proving the claim. In particular y. aoc is rigid, i.e. -aody and dy are rigid.
Since II$D(dy, -aody) (for otherwise dYED(I, -ao) = B, hence YEB), another
application of lemma 1.2(i) shows that every element of dy- D( I, -ao) = B· y
is rigid.
Step 3. Let z be any rigid element in G \AB. Then A z S Ad' To prove this,
note that by step 2 any element of B· z is rigid. In particular y = dz is rigid.
Again by step 2, we have for c E {-d, aod} : D(I, cy) = (A n D(I, - y». {I, cy}.
So if c = -d then D(I, -z) = D(I, -dy) = (A n D(I, - y». {I, -z}. Now note
that A n D(I, - y) = A n D(I, -d) n D(I, - y) = An D(I, -d) n D(I, -dy) =
=AnD(I,-z), hence D(I,-z)=(AnD(I,-z»' {I,-z}.
Clearly A n D(I, -z) C A z• By corol. l.ll(ii), (iii), A z is a subgroup of index
2 in D(I, -z) (note that D(oo)rt {I, z}, for otherwise z E D(oo)C B) and A l con-
tains the subgroup A nD( I, -z) which has index at most 2 in D( I, -z) (by the
above). Hence A z = AnD(I, -z) and this is strictly contained in A, for other-
wise A C D( I, -z), i.e, z E B, a contradiction.
Step 4. There exists a rigid element v such that D(oo)rt{l,v} and G=A o ' Bo•
First of all, let d, be a rigid element in G\AB (step I). Then D(oo)rt{l,dd
(because D(oo)*-{I} and dlI$B, hence d)I$D(oo». Moreover, A)=AdISA by
step 3 and prop. 2.4 shows that -dl satisfies NIS (DO, -dj)CA U -dlA and
-dII$A· DO, 1) since d,I$AB). Thus if AIBj*-G (where B I = Bdl) then we
can follow the same procedure and find d2 in G \A I B, such that d2 is rigid and
A 2 S A I' Continuing in this way we find a sequence do = d, d., d2, ... of rigid
elements such that D(I, -dn) =An· {I, -dn}, An~An+1 and dn+)I$AnBn. Also
all -dn satisfy NIS.
Now let an E An be the unique element such that -andn is rigid (corol. 2.6).
We claim that D( I, -aoand) ~ D( I, -aoan + I d). Indeed, by lemma (2.3)(ii)
it suffices to show that anan 1-1 E D( I, -aoand) and anan+ I *-I. If the latter
does not hold, then an+1 =an, hence by corol. 2.6(ii), Bn+ j=Bn. But then
d; + IE B; + 1= Bn, a contradiction. Therefore anan+ I *- I. As to the other part
of the statement, note that anI-IEAn+ICAnCD(I,an) (corol. 2.6(i», hence
anan+ 1 E D( I, an) n D( I, aod) (cf. corol. 2.6(i» C D( I, -aoand).
Thus we have a sequence D(I, -d) ~ D(I, -aoald) ~"" Since -d satisfies
NIS it follows that this sequence is finite, hence for some k, A ... · B... = G. This
proves step 4.
We can now use prop. 2.2: There exist abstract Witt rings tR], Gi ) , i = 1,2,
such that (R,G)==(R j,G I)x(R2,G2 ) . Under this isomorphism A k corresponds
to G I and B... to G2 • Since A ::>A k we have BCB.... so d e Bk and d corresponds
to (I, d') for some d' E G2 • Then DG(I, d) corresponds to DGI(I, I) x
x DG2(1 , d''». Since d*- 1 we have d' *-1 and since d is rigid we see that
Dc,(I, 1) = {I} and d' is rigid. By [M, p. 89, thm. 4.27 and p. 90, second para-
graph] R I is reduced. To show that R2 is a Witt-group ring we have to prove
that R2 is not basic [(0.1)]. In order to do this, let u be the element of G2 such
that d... corresponds to (I, u) (note that dk E B, == G2) . Since -I = ak' -ak where
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akEAb -akEBb it follows that ak corresponds to (-1,+1), hence -akdk cor-
responds to (I, -u). Since dk and -akdk are rigid, it follows that u is two-
sided rigid in G2 • But ul${I,-I}CG2, for otherwise Dc20,I)={I}, hence
D(j< I, I) = {I} contrary to our assumptions. Thus R2 is not basic as desired. ::'J
REMARK 2.11. (i) Using step I and step 2 of the proof of thm. 2.10 it can be
shown that AB5A IBI5'" 5AkBk.
(ii) If d corresponds to (I,d') under the isomorphism (R,G)==(RI,Gdx
X(R2, G2) , then d' is rigid in G2 and it may happen that -d' is also rigid in G2•
It can be verified that this is the case iff AB = G. Assuming this is not the case
we can write as in remark 2.9, R 2 == X [,1] where X is a basic abstract Witt ring
and d' corresponds to a rigid element of Gx . Then by the theorem X decom-
poses. Replacing the condition that -d satisfies NIS by the stronger condition
that D< I, -d) is finite, it is clear that this process breaks off. To be more
specific: There exist finitely generated reduced abstract Witt rings (Sj, Gj),
basic abstract Witt rings (Xj,Hj) and non-trivial groups L1 j of exponent 2
(I~i~n) such that (R,G)==(SI,GI)X(X1[L1d,H1xL1 l ) and for all i?2
(Xj_I' H j_ l ) == (Sj, Gj) x (X;lL1;), H, x L1 j). Moreover, L1 n can be chosen in such a
way that d corresponds to an element of L1 n •
(iii) If (S,H) is a basic reduced abstract Witt ring, S iE lLl2lL and S is finitely
generated, then by [M, p.163, thm.6.23] (S,H)==(RItGI)x .. ·x(Rk,Gk),
where Rj==7L or (Rj,Gj ) is not basic. Hence if some R, is not basic, then we
have a decomposition as in the theorem. On the other hand, if all R, == lL
and k?3 then (S,H)==«R1,G1)X'" x(Rk_2,Gk 2»x(lL[L1], {±I} xL1) where
1,11=2, since (lL,{±I})x(lL,{±I})==(lL[L1],{±1}xL1) [M, p.120, thm. 5.23].
Since lL x 1L is not basic, this shows that, except if S == lL, lLl2lL we have a decom-
position as in the theorem.
We shall now supplement thm. 2.10.
PROPOSITION 2.12. Let (S, G) be an abstract Witt ring. Suppose for some
eEG, e:;t:!, we have D(oo) = {I,e}.
0) If D(1,-e)=G, then (S,G)==(lLI4lL,{±I}) or (S,G)==(T,H)x(1L/2lL[L1],L1)
where (T, H) is a reduced abstract Witt ring and 1,11 = 2.
(ii) If DO, -e) =1= G and -e satisfies NIS, then we have a decomposition
(S,G)==(SI,G\)X(S2,G2) where SI is reduced and S2 is not basic.
PROOF. Note that e is rigid since D(oo) = {I, e}. Also e E DO, I).
0) Take any subgroup H of G such that G = H x {I, e}. Since for any x E G
the Pfister form «-e, -x» is hyperbolic, it follows from [M, p, 33, lemma 2.5]
that q(e,x)=O. Hence the decomposition G=Hx {I,e} satisfies the conditions
of (0.2) and we obtain a decomposition (S,G)==(SI,G I)X(S2,G2) such that H
corresponds to G I and {I,e} to G2 •
Since e is rigid it follows just as in the proof of thm. 2.10 that SI is reduced.
Since :G21=2, [M, p.41,42] shows that S2==lLl2lL[L1] with 1L1!=2, or
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S2== 7L/471 or S2== 7L . But S is not reduced so the last possibility cannot occur
(the product of two reduced abstract Witt rings is again reduced). Thus
(S,G)==(S"G t)x(71I27L[Ll),Ll) or (S,G)==(S"Gd x(7L /4 7L, {±I}). Now by [M,
p. 104, lemma 5.11], (R, D) x (7L I27L[Ll), .1) == (R, D) x (7L /47L, {± I}) for any
abstract Witt ring (R, D) such that char(R) *2. Apply this to our situation and
note that since SI is reduced, char(SI) = 2 iff SI == 7L / 27L . The conclusion is that
if SI ~ 7LI27L, then (S,G)=:(S), G,) x (7LI27L[Ll), .1) == (SI' G I) x (7L/47L, {±1}) and
if S, == 7LI27L, then (S, G)=(7L/47L, {±l}) or (S, G)=(7L/2 7L [L1),Ll). From this, (i)
is obvious.
(ii) We shall prove that there exists a rigid YEG\D(1,-e) . For such y,
{I,e} = D«(X)(/.. {I, y} and we claim that -y satisfies NIS. Once this is proved we
are done by thrn. 2.10.
First let us prove the claim: suppose we have a sequence D( I, - y) ;:
;: D(1,x,);: D(1'X2);:· .. . Then all x, E -A y ' y, for otherwise some x, E A y
hence e E D( 1,1) C D( I, Xj) c D( I, - y) and y E D( I, -e), a contradiction.
Thus we can write x, = -ajy, where a, E A y . Note that by definition
A y C D(1, -e)(e E D(oo)!). Also note that a, a, +' = x.x, + I E A y \ {I} and that
ajaj +' E D(1, -aje), because ajaj+' E A y C D(1, -e) and a jaj+ 1= XjXj+ IE
E D( I,Xj) =D( l,x,) nD( I, - y) C D( I, x,y) =D( I, -a,); hence
a,aj+) E D( I, - e) n D( I, - aj ) C D( I, - aj e) .
By lemma 2.3(ii) (with y replaced by -aje) D( 1,-aj+Ie) 5 D( I, -aje). Since
by assumption -e satisfies NIS it follows that -y satisfies NIS also.
Now we are going to prove the existence of y . We proceed in two steps.
Step 1. Let CED(1, -e), c:#= I. Suppose D(1, -c) (/..DO, -e). Then D(20, -c»=
=D(I,-c):#=G.
To prove this, note that D(20 , -c» = D(1, e)O, -c) = (by lemma I.8(i» =
= DO, - c) . {I, e} U DO, -ce) . {I, e} . This equals DO, -c) U DO, - ce) , because
ee Dt.), I) nDO,e)CDO, -e) and also eEDO, -c), hence eEDO, -ce).
Thus the group D(2(1, -c» is the union of the two subgroups D(1, -c) and
D(1, -ce). If DO,-c)CD(1,-ce) then D(1,-c)CD(1,-e) contrary to our
assumption. Hence D( 1, -cev C D( I, -c) and D(2( I, -c» = D( 1, -c). Also
-eEfDO, -c).
Step 2. Let Z E G \ D( I, -e) . Suppose there exist s c E D( 1, -e) such that
DO, z) C DO, -ce) . {I, z} and DO, -ce) C DO, -e). If z is not rigid then there
exists c' E DO, -e) such that D(1, cz; C DO, -c'ce) . {I, c'z} and DO, -c'ce) 5
5 D(1, -ce) (CDO, -e» .
PROOF OF STEP 2. By assumption D(1 , z) = (D(1, z) n DO, -ce» ' {I, z} and
z is not rigid. Hence there exists c' e D(1, z) n DO, -ce) with c':#= I. Then
-zeDO,-c') but -Z Ef D O , - e) (since zEfD(1,-e) and - I E D O,-e»
hence DO, <c') (/.. DO, -e) . Also c' e DO, -ce) C DO, -e) hence by step I,
D(20, - c' » = DO, -c'):#= G. By lemma 2.3(i), DO, -c'ce) 5 DO, -ce) and
D( I, C'z) 5 D( I, Z).
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The latter implies
DO,c'z) = DO,z) nDO, -c')CDO, -ce)· {l.z} nDO, -c') =
= DO, -ce)' {I, c'z} n DO, -c') =
= (DO, -ce) n DO, -c'»· {I, c'z} cDO, <c'cer- {I,c'Z}.
This proves step 2.
To complete the proof, let z be any element of G \DO, -e). Then
ez E G \DO, -e) (since e E DO, -e». Using lemma 1.8(ii) and replacing z by
ez, if necessary, we may assume that DO, z) cDO, -e)· {I, z}. If z is not rigid
then we can apply step 2 with c = I and find CI such that D( I, -c\ e) 5 D( I, -e)
and DO,c,z)CDO, -c\e)· {l.c.z}. Note that c\ZEfDO, -e), hence if CIZ is
not rigid we can repeat the foregoing. Since by assumption -e satisfies NIS the
existence of a rigid element outside DO, -e) is now clear. [)
COROLLARY 2.13. Let (5,G) be a basic abstract Witt ring with X s finite. If
G contains a rigid element e, then (5, G) is decomposable unless 5 is isomorphic
to 71/271, 71/471 or to 71.
PROOF. By corol. 1.14, DO, -e) is finite. So if D(oo)~ {I, e} then thm. 2.10
applies. Now suppose D(oo)c{I,e}. If D(oo) = {I,e} and e*1 then we can
apply prop. 2.12 and find that (5,G) is decomposable unless 5=71/471. And
if D(oo) = {l} then 5 is reduced and f'.g. (since X s is finite), hence remark
2.11(iii) shows that (5,G) decomposes unless 5=71, 7Ll271. 0
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